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ABSTRACT

Six sample sites were chosen from over 20 sites located on Biliran and Leyte

islands in the central Philippines to determine whether or not rotations associated

with either a collision between the Palawan continental terrane and the Philippine

Archepelago or fault movement along the Philippine Fault had occurred. Sample

analysis using a normalized sample magnetization as a function of demagnetizing field

strength graph and a Zijderfeld diagram indicated that the samples were demagne-

tizing properly. Older sites, JL-71 and JB-37 showed clockwise rotation associated

with an island arc collision, while younger samples, JB-17, JB-3, and possibly JL-26

indicated counterclockwise rotation in agreement with fault-related rotations.

INTRODUCTION

The paleomagnetic investigation of the Philipine Islands of Leyte and Biliran

was designed to achieve two goals: first, to attempt to identify whether or not any

rotation of the sites had occurred in the past, and secondly to attempt to identify

those rotations with either clockwise rotations associated with the tectonic movement

/

of the Philippine Island arc, or counterclockwise rotations associated with predicted

rotations for left-lateral faults such as the 1200 KM long Philippine Fault of the study

area. If counter-clockwise rotations were observed in the fault region, an attempt

would be made to explain these rotations by comparing the geologic setting to one

of two models which are subsequently reviewed.
.

\
,

REGIONAL TECTONICS

The tectonic history of the Philippine Island arc presented by geologic evidence

is complex and may have included collisions with another arc, reversals of subdue-

tion zones and the superposition of young arcs over older, inactive ones(McCabe, et
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al.,1982). Presently, the Manila Trench to the north and the Negros Trench to the

south are active subduction zones (Figure 1). Between the two trenches, the meta

morphic continental terrane of Palawan does not appear to be undergoing subduction

(Figure 2). This is expected since the continental material of the Palawan block is

too bouyant to be subducted. One model proposed by McCabe, et al.(1982) predicts

the development of thrusts and folds followed by clockwise rotation of material south

of the continental block and counterclockwise rotation north of the block because the

continental block cannot undergo subduction (Figure 3).

Geologic and structural evidence suggest such a. collision between the Philip

pine Island arc and the Palawan Continental terrane. On the island of Panay, the \

eastern half of the island is composed of two tectonic provinces, both of which show

evidence of volcanism and volcanic-derived sediments associated with an island arc.

A melange containing blocks of peridotite, gabbro, serpentine matrix composes the

Antique Range (Figure 2) along the western coast of the island (McCabe, et al.,

1982). West of the mountains is a series of thrust faults which runs north to north

west which places red chert, peridotite and metabasalt over limestone and tuffaceous

sediments. In the northwest corner of the island, a valley which runs north-south, and

is possibly fault controlled, separates the Buruanga Peninsula composed of quartz,

feldspathic schist, and marble which have been intruded by a biotite-quartz diorite

pluton from the Antique Range. The composition of these rocks is strong evidence

that the peninsula is continent derived and related to the Palawan block. Paleo

magnetic data shown in Figure 4, also substantiate the rotations predicted by the

collisional model.

LOCAL TECTONICS

\ 3
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I Plate A' Plate C
I (fixed) ----1I
I
I Figure 3. Schematic time sequence of island arc-trench complex I (located on the western

I margin of plate C), approaching nonsubductable continental fragment B on oceanic plate A.

I Plate A is assumed stationary. At T2, trench I collides with B. After collision, B locally

I
arrests westward migration of plate C. This results in compressional forces that are .

directed normal to line of intersection of B and plate C (collision zone). This com-

I
pression results in development of fold and thrust belts on both fragment Band
adjacent area of plate C. Segments of I north and south of collision zone will con
tinue to migrat� to left. This migration will result in tectonic rotations shown at TJ•

I (Mc�abe, et.al., 1982)
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In addition to the rotations predicted by collisional tectonics, two models have

been developed to explain rotations which have been observed in strike-slip fault

regimes. The first model was proposed by Myrl E. Beck, Jr. (1976) to explain motion

of crustal blocks within a zone of distributed shear. In California the shear between

the North American and Pacific plates is distributed over a region which is defined

by the San Andreas Fault and its related fault system of subparallel, branching, and

en-echelon right lateral faults. Rigid blocks of crust trapped within the shear zone

would be translated and rotated in a ball bearing-like fashion (Figure 5). The rotation

would be clockwise in the case of a right lateral system and counter- clockwise for a

left lateral system.

The second model was proposed by Bruce Luyendyk, et al. (1980). In this model,

in addition to the right lateral fault system of subparallel faults, conjugate sinistral

faults associated with the shear couple are also present (Figure 6). As movement -

occurs along the dextral faults, rotation of the blocks bounded by left lateral faults

occurs. As the model demonstrates, not only is clockwise motion predicted, but left

slip occurs simultaneously as well.

GEOLOGY

1
Biliran Island'" .

\
,

The Catrnon Pyroxene Andesite which outcrops on the southwestern side of the

island contains two members. The lower member is a fine-grained pyroxene andesite

containing horneblende, and the upper member is a porphyritic pyroxene andesite.

The Naliwatan Andesite which composes Mt. Naliwatan in north-central Biliran

is a series of andesite flows of fine- grained, light-gray pyroxene andesite with minor

1
Espiritu, 1980.

\ 7
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Figure 5': An idealized model showing northwestward translation
and clockwise rotation of rigid crustal blocks in a northwest
trending right-lateral shear zone along the westernmost Cordillera
within North America. Heavy diagonal lines represent faults

.

within a zone of distributed shear. Crustal blocks (represented
by �ircles) can rotate ball-bearing fashion or move northwestward
without rotati�n (After Beck, 1976). \,
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amounts of hornblende and biotite. The groundmass is composed of laths of fine-

grained, massive, sodic plagioclase.

The Kandako Basalt is a group of flows which range from dark gray pyroxene

andesite to hypocrystalline porphyritic augite basalt. They are found around Mt.

Kandako (Mt. Cumansan] in the center of Biliran. The basalt displays sub- ophitic

texture, and thin section reveals calcic plagioclase, augite, magnetite, olivine, and

glass.

The Biliran Volcanics include lava flows and pyroclastic materials which make up

the composite Biliran Volcano (Mt. Suiro). The basalt which is present is a hypocrys-

talline, pilotaxitic, porphyritic pyroxene basalt containing plagio- clase, augites, hy-

persthene, hornblende, magnetite, and glass. Also present is a dark gray porphyritic

pyroxene andesite with euhedral pyroxene crystals in a plagioclase matrix. There is

a light gray hornblende andesite containing phenocrysts of horn- blende. Finally, the -

agglomerates are composed of boulders of basalt and andesite in a vesicular andesite

lava matrix.

The Panamao Volcanics which constitute Mount Panamao in the corner of the

island contain a propylitic hornblende andesite, a flow-banded, fine-grained pyroxene

andesite/tuff, and a tuffaceous sandstone. The hornblende andesite flow, exposed

on the southern side of Mt. Panamao, is gray with conspicuous euhedral laths, of J

.

\
,

./

hornblende in a medium matrix of sodic plagioclase. The pyroxene andesite is light

gray and aphanitic with vescular and flow-banded structure present. It is. exposed

north of Mt. Panamao near Kawayan. The tuffaceous sandstone is an unsorted, dark

brown 'sandstone containing pebble to boulder size andesite clasts. Graded bedding

and laminae indicate a marine volcanic deposit.

\ 1 G)



The Asluman Volcanics are a porphyritic, dark colored pyroxene andesite

(basaltic andesite) characterized by cubic-shaped pyroxene in a fine-grained matrix.

Found in dome-shaped Mount Sayao, the Sayao Hornblende Dacite is composed

of dacite and andesite flows containing large hornblende crystals embedded in a

course-grained matrix. Both the dacite and the andesite are porphyritic, but the

dacite may be distinguished from the andesite by its lighter gray color and coarser

texture.

The Villa Vicenta Limestone outcrops west of Villa Vicenta Hotsprings in the

east-central portion of the island. It is a hard but porous, buff-colored, reefal lime-

stone containing andesite pebbles.

Central Leyte 2

Geologic data were limited for the island of Leyte and so the stratigraphy pre-

sented here, taken from central Leyte, should be considered representative of the
_

entire island.

The Leyte Ultramafic Complex, a group of moderate to highly serpentinized
/'

ultramafics contains members of highly brecciated masses cut 'by intricate cal-

cite, dolomite, and occasional quartz. Minerals present include augite, enstatite,

labradorite, chlorite, magnetite, and calcite.

The Burauen Volcanics consist of three members. The first is an andesite p"or-
,

\ ,

phyry, notably altered as indicated by chloritization and pyritization. ,Silicification

and argillization are common along fracture planes and the intercalating pyroclasts.

Epidote was observed in veinlets with disseminated pyrite. The second member is a

pyroxene andesite which sometimes grades into basaltic andesite. It contains ortho

and clinopyroxenes, plagioclases, magnetite, and apatite. The final member is an

oxy-hornblende andesite with vesicular structure. The Albuera Diorite was originally

2

Aquino, 1983.

\ 1.1
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misnamed, for it is actually not a diorite but a pyroxene-bearing hornblende andesite

in the area near the Palanas River. A plutonic body NNE of Albuera town is also

known by this name. It is a biotite-bearing hornblende andesite which also contains

plagioclases, quartz, calcite, some magnetite, and veinlets of epidote.

The Leyte Central Formation is a sequence of deposits containing volcanic breccia

agglomerates, tuff breccia, and pyroclastics with local intrusions and intercalations

of pyroxene andesites.

The Albuera Formation is composed of marine clastics, tuffaceous sandstone,

reefal limestone, and minor beds of conglomerates,

Dacitic pyroclasts with abundant inclusions of reworked hornblende dacite

.pumice compose the Daguitan Tuff. Detrital subordinate fragments of dacite and

andesite were also observed.

The Burauren Pyroclastic Deposits are distinct volcanic ejecta composed of an- _

desite tephras, tuff breccia, lahars, volcanic sandstone, and tuff agglomerate.

Lava which does not flow, but rather forms cylindrical or cumulo-form barriers

m the craters of volcanoes or causes' doming of the rocks above' them have been

named plug domes. They are composed of biotite-bearing pyroxene to hornblende

andesite and contain such minerals as plagioclase, magnetite, hornblende, pyroxene,

and biotite.
.

\
,

The Lobi Volcanics located near Mt. Lobi and Majunag are hornble�de andesite

tuff breccias and pyroclasts of pyroxene- hornblende andesite.

\



The Mahagnao Volcanics consist of a hornblende-rich andesite and a hornblende

dacite. The andesite is medium-grained with small quantities of pyroxene. The dacite

is medium-to coarse- grained with a porphyritic texture.

3
South Central Leyte

The Bito Ultramafics found in Lake Bito and the Calanipawan area are highly

brecciated and fractured, but texturally massive. They are serpentinized with abun-

dant flakey minerals.

The Calanipawan Limestone IS corraline in origin with interstital micrite and

bioclasts.

The Marabong Volcanic Complex contains two members. The lower membe�

contains basaltic andesite breccia, agglomerates with tuffaceous lava cement, and

a basaltic andesite lava flow. The basaltic andesite grades into breccia with clasts

and cement of the same composition. This is overlain by a massive, dark gray-to

black (sometimes reddish due to secondary hematite) basaltic andesite lava flow a�d

agglomerates with tuffaceous to andesitic cement. Crystals ofsubhedral to euhedral

hornblende and pyroxene can be found. The upper member is a pyroxene andesite

which forms agglomerates and/or breccias and a tuff unit. The pyroxene andesite

-,

is lighter than the basaltic andesite and embedded with larger, well .formed crystals

of pyroxene., It is an amygdaloidal, porphyritic, pyroxene andesite with orthophric

texture in a matrix of magnetite specks, ferromagnesians, and abundant feldspar.

!he Bato Volcanic Complex has three members: the Talisayan Volcanics, the

Parasanon Sedimentary deposits, and the Bato Andesite. Within the Talisayan Vol-

canics are a hornblende andesite flow; and flow breccia and agglomerates intercalated

3
Bayrant e , 1981.
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with tuff. The hornblende andesite is silicic and often grades into the flow brec-

cia. It has phenocrysts of angular and fragmented plaioclase and green hornblende

in a feldsophyric, glass-bearing matrix. Overlying the andesite are agglomerates in-

tercalated with a vitreous, friable, and dacitic tuff. The agglomerates have cobble-

to-boulder-sized clasts, of hornblende andesite in a tuffaceous cement.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Six NE trending strike-slip faults have been located in the field on Biliran Island

and are identified in Figure 8. They are the Volcan, Kalambis, Anas, Tenego, Bool,

and Culaba faults. A ridge offset along the strike of the Anas indicates right lateral

movement. It is the only one of the six in which the direction of movement is known

positively.

On Leyte, the Cagbana Fault runs at N 35 W intersecting Marabong River to the

northwest, traversing southeastwards along aligned ridges west of Mt. Calarabayan.

Fracture readings serve as the only evidence of postulated left-lateral fault movement.

East of Cagbana Fault about 3.5-4.0 KM is the San Antonio' Fault whose trace is

characterized by the alignment of domes and ridges. Offsetting of the Balere and

Kamambanan rivers suggests sinistral movement also. These structures are possibly
- �

branches of the sinistral Philippine Fault which cuts the entire length of Leyte ,and-

extends some 1200 KM overall. Field observations show that this fault may have

as much as -ISO KM of offset (Robert McCabe, per.com.). A regional compressive

stress striking WNW was brought about by the subduction of the Philippine Sea

\ 14



Plate along the Philippine Trench east of the southern islands and along the Manila

Trench bodering the northern islands to the west.

ROCK MAGNETIZATION

The results of my work are based upon the measurement of magnetization of

minerals such as magnetite, which compose a small percentage (usually < 5% ) of

the total composition of a rock. A brief description of rock magnetization will enable

a better understanding of the contents' of this presentation.

Magnetization is associated with the orbital motion of electrons in an atom. The

electron travelling about the nucleus is equivalent to a current loop; thus, it has a

corresponding magnetic moment known as the orbital magnetic moment. Because an

electron also spins about its axis, it has a spin magnetic moment. The total dipole

moment of an atom is the resultant sum of the orbital and spin magnetic moments

which mayor may not sum to zero. When atoms or molecules are placed. in -an

external magnetic field, the dipole moments of the atoms tend to align themselies

parallel or anti- parallel to the external field depending upon-whether the net moment

was non-zero or zero, respectively. For most atoms, this magnetization, called induced

magnetization, disappears after the external field is removed. The atoms of interest to

<,

paleomagnetic study are those which retain a magnetization after the field is removed:

This is known as remnant magnetization and c�n be destroyed if the substance is

heated above a critical temperature called the Curie temperature. At the Curie

temperature, random thermal agitation of the atoms destroys the alignment of the

dipoles. The remnant magnetization can also be removed by applying an external

field in the direction opposite the original magnetizing field. The strength of this

\ IS



field, the coercivity or coercive force, is directly proportional to the strength of the

remnant magnetization.

COLLECTION AND LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

There were 147 samples from over 20 sites in our study area on the islands of

Leyte and Biliran in the central Philippines collected during the summer of 1985.

Oriented samples were obtained either by portable drill or as handsamples which

were drilled later in the laboratory. Forthe purposes of my research, six sample sites

were chosen, three on Biliran Island and three on Leyte. The first site, JB-37, IS

located along the southeastern coast of Biliran Island east of Cabucgayan (Fig. 7

and Fig. 8). Sites JB-3 and JB-17 are located within 2 KM of one another. JB-3

is situated along the northwest coast of Biliran, approximately 2 KM northeast of

Kawayan, and JB-17 is 2 KM northeast of JB-3 or 4 KM northeast of Kawayan (Fig.

7 and Fig. 8). On the island of Leyte itself, JL-26 lies on the northeast coast, .1 KM

NW of Santo Nino in the Biliran Strait area (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9). JL-71 is located

in the Carigara Bay area of Leyte, 2 KM SE of Pinamopoan: The final site, JL-9,

is situated directly within the Philippine Fault zone in north central Leyte near the

Tongonan geothermal plant (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9).
._,

'The vector components of the magnetization of each sample were measured with-
-

./

a cryogenic magnetometer at the University of Houston. The sample is inserted be-

tween pickup coils producing a DC persistent current which is sent to the detector. In

this case, the detector is the Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID).
,

-

Since the sample does not- have to be rotated as in a spinner magnetometer, the three

components of magnetization can be measured at one time. The SQUID in-essence is

\ 16
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a superconducting ring with a constriction. The change in the magnetic field of the

sample causes a current to flow in the superconducting ring. The current is measured

and used to obtain the magnetization of the sample.

In order to isolate the stable components of magnetization (i.e. those with a

high coercive force) acquired as each sample cooled in the presence of the earth's

magnetic field from secondary magnetizations, the alternating field (AF) technique

of demagnetization was used. The AF technique is designed to randomize the lower

coercivity components the sample may have obtained from exposure to secondary

fields and remagnetization which may have occured as ground water altered magnetite

to hematite.

After the magnetization which the sample had in the field, the natural remnan�

magnetization, has been measured, the sample is placed in an exponentially decaying

alternating field usually generated by a solenoid. In order to expose all directions of _

the sample's magnetization to the peak demagnetizing field, the specimen is tumbled

about two perpendicular axes which are mutually perpendicular to the axis of the

demagnetizing coil. Components of magnetization with a coercivity, Hc = HcosO

(where H is the peak value of the alternating field and 0 is the angle between Hand

the relevant component of magnetization) will be randomly oriented. The magnetiza-

tion is remeasured. Then the maximum value of the demagnetizing field is increased )

,

\
,

and the sample is again placed within the field. This procedure was performed for

peak values Of 50, 100, 150, 200, '300, 400, and 600 Oe for my samples.

Figure 10 shows a normalized graph of the ratio of the magnetization after each

demagnetization to the initial natural remnant magnetization as a function of maxi-

mum field intensity. The negative slope of each of the samples after 100 Oe indicates

\ 20
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that the lower coersrve force components of magnetization are being properly re-

moved. Samples JL-71 and JB-37, which have higher final values of normalized J /Jo,

contain hematite as the magnetic carrier.

In addition to the graph of J / Jo as a function of peak demagnetization field

strength, a vector or Zijderfeld diagram(Figure 11) was used to determine whether

or not the magnetization being measured in each sample is a stable component. For

each step in the demagnetization process, the angle of declination was calculated as

follows:

where X and Yare the X and Y components of the sample's magnetic field vee-

tor. This angle measured from the X-axis determines the direction on my diagram.

The magnitude of the vector was obtained by setting J/ Jo at the natural remnant

magnetization equal to two inches on my graph. The angle of inclination given by: -

where Z is the Z component of the sample's magnetization and J is the magnitude

of the magnetization (Table 1), determines the angle of inclination on my diagram.

The magnitude is identical to that given above for the declination.

To interpret the Zijerfeld diagram, the behavior of vector values for dernagne- I

,

\
,

tizing values of greater than 200 Oe must be examined. Each time the/value of the

demagnetizing field is increased, a greater amount of the magnetization of the sample

is removed. If the component of magnetization lies in a single direction, the vector

diagram will show an approximate straight line of decay toward the origin. This

uni-directional component being removed is the characteristic component of magne-

tization ofthe sample and is assumed to be the primary compoment ofmagnetization

\ 22
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that the sample acquired when it cooled in the presence of the earth's magnetic field.

This may be assumed for two reasons: 1) The geology from which the sample was

taken was examined and no evidence that the sample was reheated above the Curie

temperature resulting in a reorientation of the sample's magnetic field as it cooled

in a new external field, was found. 2) Since the magnetization of a sample is approx-

imately 1000 times stronger than the earth's magnetic field, the sample will not be

remagnetized by the earth's field, if it is assumed that the earth's field did not sud-

denly increase intensity by 1000 times its normal intensity. Figure 11 shows excellent

straight line decay above 200 Oe.

For each sample number shown on the raw data (Table 2), the two numbers in

the first column represent two measurements of the magnitude of magnetization in

the X direction. The second column represents the same for the Y direction, and the

third for the Z direction. The third number in each of the columns represents the

error between the two measurements. The number on the far right rep- resents the

-

error in total magnitude between the two measurements. Errors of less than 0.025was

larger than this value, the sample was remeasured.

The X, Y, and Z directions given in the raw data are onlyreference directions and

do not necessarily correspond to the actual north, east, and vertical directions in the

field. A computer program called Magfile was used to perform a vector transformation.

\
,

on the raw data. The inclination and declination of the drill core, Its.weight, and

the inclination and declination of any desired bedding corrections were input into the

program to produce the sample inclination and declination.

The values of inclination and declination from the 600 Oe demagnetization (Table

3) for the sites were plotted on a stereographic projection (Figure 12). Sites JL-26,

JB-17, JB-3, and JL-71 which clustered about 180 degrees were magnetized when

\
25 d5
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LEYTE -NRt'1

SAl"lPLE NO. JL-9
0.12724 -0.0218 0.12499
0.1266 -0.02307 0.12544
6. 39999984E";'Q4 '1.27E-03 4.5000008E�04 8.30090665-03

SAl"lPLE NO. ,..18-17
-0.01306 5.18E-03 lE-03
-0.01306 5.24E-03 9.9E-04

\

0 6.00000021E-05 9.99999975E-06 4,.31523478E-03

SAt'lPLE NO. JL-26
-0.07842 -7.27E-03 -0.04517
,-0.07831 -6.41E-03 -0.04553
1.10000023E-04 8.6E-04 3 • 59�'99962E -04 0.0103390399

SAt'lPLE NO. J8-3
0.02555 0.041 0.02432
0.0258 0.04075 0.02487
2.4999999E-04 2.50000012E-04 5.50000012E-04 0.0120690337

'-'AMP!r� NO. JL-71B.Ol' 2 0.02569 -3.95E-03
0.01212 0.02554 -3.7E-03
1.99999995E-04 1.50000007E-04 2.49999999E-04 0.0123826177

SAl"lPLE NO. ,..18-37
-0.011'63 0.04585 0.01633
-0.01125 0.04574 0.-01677
3.79999994E-04 1.09999979E-04 4.39999996E-04 0.0118292178

LEYT�-DEMAG(50)

SAMPLE NO. ,JB-37
o . 02�'63 0.04432 0.02527
0.02865 0.04424 0.02589 .

, "

9.79999997E-04 8.00000126E-05 6.2000001.3E-04 '0.0197496177

SAt'lPLE NO. JB-3
,/

0.01834 0.06595 -4.31E-03
0.01899 0.06579 -3.63E-03
6.50000009E-04 1.60000054E-04 6.8E-04 0.0139140158

\ ,

Table 2. R�w Data

\ ,2 7



SAt·1PLE NO. ,JL-26
-0.04278
-0.04258
1 .,9��999951E-04

SAMPLE NO. JL..-9
0.10538
0.1046
7.79999978E-04

SAt�1PLE NO. JB-17
-7.26E-(l3
-7.23E-03
3 .. 00000029E-05

SAt1PLE NO. JL-71
0.01431
0.01457
2.60000001E-04

SAMPLE, NO •._I8-37
0.02851
0.0288
2.90000004E-04

SAI"1PLE NO. \.TL-26
-0.03958
-0.03935
2.29999991 E_-04

SAI"1PLE, NO. JL-9
0.0914100001
0.09074
6�70000009E-04

SAt·1PLE NO. J8-3
0.01502
0.01561
5 . 89999��92E -04

0.02336
0.02344
8,.00000053E-05

-0.03204
-0.03335
1 . 30 99999�'E -03

2.01E-03
2.09E-03
7.99999998E-05

0.02678
0.02662
1.60000003E-04

LEYTE-DEt1AG( 1(0)

0.0406
0.04026
3.39999997E-04

0.02029
0.02071
4 .19�'99997E-0"4

-0.02953
-0.02953
o 3.78362814E-03

0.10831
0.10843
1.19999982E-04 9.90580696E-03

2.76E-03
'2.72E-03
4.00000008E-05 0.0117740824

-2.58E-03
-2.29E-03
2.90000001E-04 0.138272735

0.0218:3
0.02225
4.20000004E-04 0.011307602

-0.02854
-0.02859
4.9999,9878E-05 9.10892607E-03

-0.02668 0.09084
-0.02795 0.09092
1.27000001E-03' 7.9999998E-05 .0.0109338719

0�05891 -6.81E-03
0.05878 -6.11E-03
1.3D000015E-04 6.99999997E-04 0.0151218338

§�����_�g. J8-17
-5.3E-04

-2.66E-03 -5.1E-04
3.9999999E-05 1.99999997E-05

SAMPLE NO. JL-71
0.01869 0.02588
o .01902, r

. '0.02564
3.3000001E�04' 2.4000Q001E-04

TrJ'hle 2 (oorrt ,.)

\

.

\ ..

3.81E-03
3.83E-03
2.00000004E-05 0.0104846726

1.06E-03
1.4E-03
3.4E ....04 0.0166254513

28



SAt'1PLE NO. JB-17
-4E-04
-4.5E-04
5.00000001E-05

SAMPLE NO. JL-26
-0.03449
-0.03437
1.19999982E-04

SAt'1PLE NO. JB-3
0.01251
0.01301
5.00000002E-04

SAt'1PLE NO. JL-9
0.07084
0.07048
3.60000035E-04

SAMPLE NO. JL-71
0.01423
0.01379
4 . 3999:'::-'96E -04

SAt'1PLE NO. J8-37
0.02689
'0.02755
6.60000013E-04

SAMPLE NO. JL�26
-0.03067
-0.03042
2.50000005E-04

SAt'1PLE NO. JB-3
0.01469
0.01506

. 3. 6'9999998E-04

SAMPLE NO. JB-17'
o
o
o

Table 2 Ccont , )

LEYTE -DEt1AG ( 150 )

, -2.13E-03
-2.07E-03
6.00000003E-05

0.01962
0.01996
3.40000006E-04

0.049
0.0489
1.00000019E-04·

-0.02603
-0.02689
8,. 59999993E -04

0.02554
0.02532
2.20000009E-04

0.03062
0.02942
1.20000001E-03

LEYTE-DEt'1AG( 200)

0.01557
0.016
4.29999997E-04-

0.03865
0.03851
1.40000018E-04

-2.3E-03
-2.26E-03
3.99999999E-05

\ 29

3.33E-03 .

3.39E-03
6.00000021E-05

-0.02577
-0.02583
6.000000-58E-05

0.024714825'5

7.71821313E-03

-6.38E-03
-5.84E-03
5.40000001E-04 0.0145760112

0.07001
0.0701
9.00000159E�05 9.09719295E-03

2.07E-03
2.36E-03
2.9E-04

0.02083

0.0196114837

0.02159
7.59999988E-04 0.0342441488 -

-0.02425
-0.02418
7.000O'0018E-05

-5.14E-03
-5.28E-03
1.40000002E-04

0.0119440737

.

\ "
-

./

0.0100693517

2.58£-03
2.54E-03
3.99999999E-05 0.0165013352



SAt:1E'I..E _
NO. JB-37

t:J • t:JZ{:.89 0.02757 0.01554
0.027 0.0271 0.016
1�09999986E-04 4.69999999E-04 4 . 5��999996E -04 0.0160685694

SAt1PLE NO. JL-71
0.01627 o .0.2223 2.62E-03
0.01651 0.02212 2.92E-03
2.40000009E-04 1.10000008E-04 3E-04 0.0144198845

SAMPLE NO. JL-9
0.05276 -0.01438 0�05321
0.05241 -0.01512 (1.05338 -

3.49999988E-(l4 7.AE-04 1.70000028E-04 0.0109562365

LEYTE-DEt'1AG( 300)

SAMPLE NO. JL-9
0.02868 -8. :32E -03 0.02853
0.02848 -8.92E-03 0.02868
2.0000(lOOlE-04 6E-04 1.5E-04 0.0157215631

SAt·1PLE NO. JB-17
5.2E-04 "":'2. 25E-03 1.59E-03
4.6E-04 -2.3E-03 1.64E-03/
5.9999�997E-05 4.99999997E-05 5.00000001E-05 0.032738224

SAMPLE NO. JL�26
-0.02389 0.0149 -0.01841
-0.0237 0.01521 -0.01843
1.B9999984E-04 3.09999999E-05 1.99999995E-05 0'.01,0822298

SAMPLE NO • .J8-37
0.02153 0.01984 0.01457
0 .. 02166 .o , O�96 0.0149
1.3E-04 2.40000009E-(l4 3.30000003E-04 0.0130777455

SAMPLE NO • .J8-3
9.16E-03 0.02407 -3.96E-03
9.53E-03 0.02401 -3. 61E.,...03
3 . 69999�'98E-04 6.00000058E-05 3.49999998E-04 0.0196724561

SAt1PLE NO. .JL-71
0.0125 0.0184 3.11E-03
0.01261 0'.0183 3.39E-03
1.09999999E-04 1.00000005E-04 2. 79999999E-04 O. 014�083(118"

l'able 2:�(cont.)_

\.
\ 30



LEYTE-DEt1AG( 400)

SAMPLE NO. J8-37
0 ..0167 0.01553 0.01181
0.01687 0.01531 0.01214
1.70000007E-04 2.19999998E-04 3.29999992E-04 0.0167595164

SAI"1PLE NO. JL-71
9.62E-03 0.01752 2.34E-03
9.77E-03 0.01743 2.53E-03
1.5E-04 :;-'.OO(l(l(1014E-OS 1.90000002E-04 0.0128284964

SAt'1PLE NO. .JL-9
0.02231 ,-7.35E-03 0.01793
0.02228 -7.65E-03 0.01808
C:.00000029E-05 3E-04 1.5E-04 0.0113679903

SAt1PLE NO. J8-17
�l. 3E-04 -1. 71E-0�: 1.07E-03

. 4. 4E-04 -1.79E-03 1.03E-03
1.00000001E-05 8.00000003E-05 4.00000004E-05 0.0431307567

SAMPLE NO. ..JL-26
-0.01745 8.51E-03 -0.01395
-0.01731 8.76E-03 -0.01399,
1.40000004E-04 2.50000001E-(l4 3.99999999E-OS 0.0120988757

SAt'lPLE NO. J8-3
6.04E-03
6.32E-03
2.8E-04

0.01725
0.01714
1.10000008E-04

-2.73E-03
-2.51E-03
2.2E-04 0:0201906006

LEYTE-DEMAG(600)

SAt1PLE NO. JL-71

8.16E--Q3
8.34E-03
1.79999999E-04

0.01182
0.0117
1.20000004E-04

2.06E-03
2.16E-03
lE-04 0.0164144487

SAt'lPLE NO � JL....;9
7.13E-03
7.22E-03
9.00000014E-05

-1.68E-03
-1.79E-03
1.1E-04

7�84E-03

7.91E-;-03 _

7.00000018E-OS 0.0146778294

.

\ ,

Table 2 (oont , )

\
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the earth's magnetic field was the reverse of what it is presently. Also, sample JB-37

is known-to be reversely magnetized. Site JL-9 is normally magnitized. Sites JL-71

and JB-37 -are known to be older than 20 million years (Robert McCabe, per.com.)

from evidence of folding noted in the field. These samples are both rotated clockwise

which agrees with the .rotation predicted by the collsion of the Philippine Island arc

with the Palawan continental terrane. Younger sites, JB-17 and JB-3, and possibly

JL-26, show counterclockwise rotation which is opposite to the expected rotation.

Though JL-26 does show counter- clockwise rotation, the angle of rotation is within

the +5 error associated with paleomagnetic measurements. It is now important to

remember that all of the sites are located in the right lateral strike-slip regime of

the Philippine Fault. If one returns to the model proposed by Luyendyk, clockwise

rotation and left-lateral off- set were found in a right lateral shear zone. Since the

Philippine Fault is a left-lateral shear zone, the counterclocwise rotation is expected.

Also in accordance with Luyendyk's model, note the right- lateral offset on one of

the northeast-southwest trending faults on Biliran Island. Thus the rotation of the

older samples appears to be associated with the collisional rotation of the Philippines

after its impact with the Palawan terrane. The rotation of the younger samples is

associated with movementalong the 'Philippine Fault. Poor age constraints for site

JL-9 make interpretation of the clockwise rotation of this site impossible at this time.-
"

,

\
,

It must also be noted that incongruous inclination values for site JL-=56; "seen in the

processed data (Table 3), eliminated this site from analysis in this study.

We are currently having the samples dated using K-Ar dating methods in order

to better, constrain the time period in which these rotations could have occurred;

This would enable us to also make an estimate of initiation of movement along the
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Philippine Fault. Land-Sat photos and updated geologic maps of Leyte would aid in

further constraining the model used to predict rotation in the fault regime.

CONCLUSION

The six sample sites appear to have been properly demagnetized as indicated by

the results of the J /Jo as a function of demagnetizing field strength graph (Fig. 10)

and of the Zijderfeld plot (Fig. 11). Sites JL-71 and JB-37 which contain samples

of rock older than 20 my are rotated cLockwise. This clockwise rotation is predicted

by the collision of the Palawan continental terrane with the Philippine Archepelago.

Sites JB-17, JB-3, and possibly JL-26 show counterclockwise rotation which indicates

fault-generated rotations in the left-lateral shear zone of the Philippine Fault. The,

rotation of JL-9 could not be constrained at this time due to the unavailability of

accurate age data. Constraining the timing of the rotations was a problem throughout

the study area because the samples themselves have not been dated by the K-Ar

method, and ages do not already exist for the geologic units from which the samplerS·
were taken.
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